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Two brothers, two minds, with one passion and dedication towards design 
and craft.

Suliman, Principal Architect, interior designer, and creative director - a  
design lover. Successful talented creative director with extensive experience 
in design methodologies, Award–winning furniture designer. A’ Design 
Award – Winner for Lighting TriFlex 2016. Participated in di�erent local and 
international exhibitions. Milan Design Week 2015, Design Junction London 
2015, Nabad Amman 2015, Design Junction New York 2016, Amman Design 
Week 2016.
 
Nabil, Civil engineer by trade with a masters degree in steel structure. Always  
Been fascinated by all structural forms in nature. Very creative designer 
involved in design projects from mega structures to the smallest mecha-
nisms and gadgets. His knowledge of structures, the since childhood love of 
wood works and the deep knowledge of wood behavior and techniques 
optioned through the exposure to di�erent cultures and manufacturing 
methodologies by his travels all over the world, Makes the change in his 
career path toward the design and build of wood objects (structures) a 
perfect �t.

Design methodology, science, techniques, and craftsmanship meet all 
together to create a powerful line of �ne furniture and everyday objects 
-Suli&Nai- 



C Chair

Wood structure is one of the simplest in nature; Nanotubes bundled together and held by natural glue.
Subjecting wood to proper heating and steaming, or even direct �ame can partially break down the bond between the Nanotubes which allow them to 
slide against each other, if adequate pressure is used to reshape wood against the suitable forms or molds, then kept to cool down and dry the wooden 
piece will permanently hold the intended shape.
Wood formed by bending using any of the known methods returns its original strength because no cutting is performed and therefore no end grains or 
weak spots are created along the formed element. 

We utilized this technique in our design following what the wood tells us about its strength and weakness. The chair structure is basically three elements, 
the arch running front to back along the centerline of the chair supported by the frame which comprises the legs and a cross element and the back 
support which by it self is supported on the arch. The arched leg and the back support being of curved form can be produced using the technique 
described earlier. The geometry and the proportions were selected to give signi�cant �exibility, which more comfort. A key feature of the chair design is 
the mechanical connection of the armrest with front legs and the back supports, which adds to the comfort of the chair.



Sketch model for the chair scale 1:5


